Code of Conduct/Contract for After School Drop-In (ASDI)
Please read over this contract with your child and ensure they understand that these are the rules expected of
them while they attend drop in at SVYCC.



No abusive, threatening, obscene language or physical abuse will be tolerated. This is a “NO HANDS
PROGRAM”.



All youth will treat our ASDI student assistants with the same respect and listen to their qualified
guidance like they do with the coordinator.



Mobile phones and tablet use are prohibited during drop in unless being used for communication with
parent/guardians and on occasion for Bluetooth music.



Youth creating a disturbance by: engaging in disruptive conversation or deliberately making excessive
noise; shouting or talking in a disturbing fashion; or gratuitously using profanity or engaging in other
disruptive conduct that constitutes a nuisance to other individuals will have their parents contacted and
may be asked to leave.



Youth are to stay out of the kitchen area including cupboards and the fridge/freezer unless they have
been invited for snack or prior consent has been given by ASDI staff. You dirty dishes you are to wash
your own dishes.



Youth are to stay out of the youth program lock up cupboard and gym equipment room. If they require
a piece of equipment they are to ask an ASDI staff member for assistance.



No flips, back flips or any other dangerous stunts off of equipment or the gym stage. While riding
skateboards and scooters in the gym a helmet must be worn.



When heading outside of the SVYCC building (ex: in the back field, side alley way) an ASDI staff member
must accompany you. We enjoy taking you outdoors so please ask!



While enjoying art, crafts and any workshops offered in our art studio, youth are expected to be
engaged, respectful and we appreciate help with clean up of your work station. This room is occupied
only when there is supervision.



When out walking in the community youth are expected to stay together as a group and use designated
cross walks.
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CONSEQUENCES: Those unwilling to abide by our facility rules will have their parents contacted and may be
asked to leave either temporarily or permanently. All crimes will be reported to the RCMP. For repeat rule
violations, youth and guardian will be required to meet with the Executive Director to make amends, agree to
abide by the rules in order to be allowed to return to the center.
Our hope is ASDI can be a place of refuge where your child can get away from the everyday stresses of being a kid
– school and peer pressure. Where they can come and feel accepted, have fun and just be a kid.
This is a contract and by signing it that means you understand these are rules.
Please print & sign name below…thankyou 

X
Parent/Caregiver

X
Child/Youth
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